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Standard Corporate Fees using the gallery system.
The gallery system is designed to offer flexibilty to a wide variety of clients, whether they need unlimited
access to all the images from a shoot, or to get the shots done on a lower fee, then pay for the image files
they need, when they need them.
Once images are shot, an edit is carried out to whittle down the pictures to exclude misfires and repeats,
and then post production is carried out on all the remaining shots which go into the gallery. So you only get
to see images which are already print and web ready.
Once post production is done and the gallery is up, you receive an invitation to view the gallery. Simply set
up your own password account, then download the image files in the sizes you need - from large, highresolution file size down to web-ready images to suit your needs.
The options below are based on the secure client-specific gallery administered through my website,
consisiting of up to 500 images from a whole-day shoot and up to 250 images from a half-day shoot,
though the actual number of images available will vary according to the brief and conditions of the
assignment. A day is defined as being up to 8 hours on site, and a half day is up to 4 hours on site.
Gold Option: Perfect for large projects, or clients who need total simplicity of a single price.
Full Day £950
Half Day £600
Unlimited image file downloads.
Silver Option: Control your budget, but keep the option to buy more photos later.
Full Day including 30 downloads £750
Half Day including 15 downloads £450
Additional downloads £25 each.
Bronze Option: Flexibility for the smaller enterprise. Just buy what you need, when you need it.
No image downloads included.
Full Day £550
Half Day £300
£25 per image download.
Further Terms and Conditions apply and are available on request. The fees cover corporate communication
use of the images by one party, and do not cover exceptional requirements of a shoot such as equipment
hire, travel or out-of-pocket expenses. All these are quoted or negotiated as required.
If you have any questions, do please get in touch.
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